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Abstract

The nuclear genomes of vertebrates are mosaics of isochores, very long stretches (&300 kb) of DNA that are homogeneous in
base composition and are compositionally correlated with the coding sequences that they embed. Isochores can be partitioned in
a small number of families that cover a range of GC levels (GC is the molar ratio of guanine+cytosine in DNA), which is narrow
in cold-blooded vertebrates, but broad in warm-blooded vertebrates. This difference is essentially due to the fact that the GC-richest
10–15% of the genomes of the ancestors of mammals and birds underwent two independent compositional transitions characterized
by strong increases in GC levels. The similarity of isochore patterns across mammalian orders, on the one hand, and across avian
orders, on the other, indicates that these higher GC levels were then maintained, at least since the appearance of ancestors of
warm-blooded vertebrates. After a brief review of our current knowledge on the organization of the vertebrate genome, evidence
will be presented here in favor of the idea that the generation and maintenance of the GC-richest isochores in the genomes of
warm-blooded vertebrates were due to natural selection. © 2000 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction 2. Sequence organization of the mammalian genome

In this review, I will concentrate on investigations The experimental approach that we followed was
from our laboratory. I will first present a summary of based on the study of the most elementary property of
our current knowledge on the sequence organization of the genome, its nucleotide composition, more precisely
the human genome (which is typical of most mammalian the frequencies of nucleotides in DNA molecules. This
genomes, and shares its basic properties with avian approach (reviewed by Bernardi et al., 1973), the only
genomes), and of the genomes of cold-blooded verte- one that was possible before DNA sequencing became
brates. I will then describe the compositional transitions available, still is extremely useful. Indeed, it could be,
which occurred when warm-blooded vertebrates and was, very easily moved from DNA molecules to
emerged from reptiles and the maintenance of the new DNA sequences.
compositional patterns in mammals and birds, respec- Over 30 years ago, we found that DNA–silver com-
tively. Finally I will discuss the general implications of plexes could be separated by equilibrium centrifugation
these results. in Cs2SO4 density gradients according to the frequency

This order of presentation, which reflects the chrono- of silver-binding sites on the DNA molecules, thus
logical development of our work, is also a logical one. allowing high-resolution fractionation (Corneo et al.,
Indeed, the present organization of the human genome 1968). In turn, DNA fractionation using sequence-
is the result of a long evolutionary process, which has specific ligands, such as silver ions [or BAMD,
taken close to 500 million years since the earliest verte- 3,6-bis(acetato mercurimethyl )-1,4-dioxane, in later
brates. Understanding this genome organization pro- studies], led to the discovery of the striking and unex-
vides the best starting point for asking precise questions pected compositional heterogeneity of high molecular
about its evolutionary origin. weight, ‘‘main band’’ (non-satellite, non-ribosomal )

bovine DNA (Filipski et al., 1973). Subsequently, it
also led (Thiery et al., 1976; Macaya et al., 1976) to* Tel.: +39-081-5833215; fax: +39-081-2455807.
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Fig. 2. Compositional patterns of vertebrate genomes. Histograms
showing the relative amounts, modal buoyant densities and modal GC
levels of the major DNA components (the families of DNA fragments
derived from different isochore families; see Fig. 1); from Xenopus,
chicken, mouse and man, as estimated after fractionation of DNA by
preparative density gradient in the presence of a sequence-specific
DNA ligand (Ag+ or BAMD). Satellite and minor DNA components
(such as ribosomal DNA) are not shown. (Modified from Bernardi,
1995.)

remarkably different in cold- and warm-blooded
vertebrates.

In the case of the human genome, the isochore patternFig. 1. (Top) Scheme of the isochore organization of the human
genome. This genome, which is typical of the genome of most mam- is characterized (Fig. 1) by GC-poor, ‘light’, L, isochores
mals, is a mosaic of large (&300 kb, on average) DNA segments, the that represent about 63% of the genome, whereas
isochores, which are compositionally homogeneous (above a size of GC-rich, ‘heavy’, H1, H2 and H3 isochores make up3 kb) and can be partitioned into a number of families. Isochores are

about 24%, 7.5% and 4.7%, respectively, of the genome,degraded during routine DNA preparations to fragments of approx.
the remaining DNA corresponding to satellite and ribo-100 kb in size. The GC-range of the isochores from the human genome

is 30–60% (from Bernardi, 1995). (Bottom) The CsCl profile of human somal sequences (Bernardi et al., 1985; Zerial et al.,
DNA is resolved into its major DNA components, namely the families 1986; Zoubak et al., 1996).
of DNA fragments derived from isochore families L (i.e., L1+L2), Another type of compositional pattern is that ofH1, H2, H3. Modal GC levels of isochore families are indicated on

coding sequences. In this case, either their GC levels or,the abscissa (broken vertical lines). The relative amounts of major
more informatively, GC3, the GC level of their thirdDNA components are indicated. Satellite DNAs are not represented

(from Zoubak et al., 1996). codon positions, define the pattern (see, for example,
the human GC3 pattern in Fig. 4). Interestingly, the
GC3 patterns of Xenopus, chicken, mouse and humanmosaics of isochores (Fig. 1), namely of long DNA

segments (&300 kb), that are compositionally homogen- mimic the isochore patterns of Fig. 2 (see Bernardi,
1995).eous (above a certain size originally assessed as 3 kb)

and belong to a small number of families characterized Compositional patterns have been called genome
phenotypes (Bernardi and Bernardi, 1986), because theyby different GC levels (GC is the molar ratio of

guanine+cytosine in DNA); (ii) the relative amounts differ not only among vertebrate classes, but may also
differ among orders within a class, and even amongof DNA in the isochore families define the isochore

pattern of a genome (see below); this compositional different families within an order (Bernardi et al., 1985;
see also Bernardi, 1995, for a review).pattern can be investigated using the large DNA frag-

ments (approx. 100 kb in size) that result from routine It should be noted that the analysis of long sequences
from data banks (Ikemura and Aota, 1988; IkemuraDNA preparations; and (iii) isochore patterns are
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et al., 1990) and compositional mapping (Bernardi, sequences and introns). Another question is whether
there is any correlation within genes between the com-1989) of chromosomal bands (Gardiner et al., 1990;

Krane et al., 1991; Bettecken et al., 1992; Pilia et al., position of the exons and that of the introns. The answer
to both questions is yes.1993; De Sario et al., 1996, 1997) have provided exam-

ples of human isochores and showed sizes ranging from Indeed, linear correlations hold between the GC levels
(and the GC3 levels) of coding sequences and the GC0.2 Mb (megabases) to several Mb for the longest ones

(De Sario et al., 1996, 1997). Sharp isochore boundaries levels of the isochores in which coding sequences are
located (see Fig. 3a, c). Interestingly, GC-poor codinghave been demonstrated (Fukagawa et al., 1995;

Stephens et al., 1999). These were expected on the basis sequences and their flanking sequences show very similar
values, whereas GC-rich coding sequences are increas-of the fact that DNA molecules from different isochore

families could be separated from each other. Smooth ingly higher above the diagonal, essentially because
GC3 values depart more and more from the intergenictransitions among isochores would have made such

separation almost impossible. sequences (Fig. 3c).
Linear correlations (Fig. 3b) also hold between the

GC levels of coding sequences and the GC levels of the
introns of the same genes (Bernardi et al., 1985; Aı̈ssani3. Compositional correlations
et al., 1991; Clay et al., 1996), the GC levels of the
former being slightly higher than those of the latter.An obvious question is whether there is any correla-

tion between the compositional patterns of coding These differences are much larger in plants (Carels and
Bernardi, 2000).sequences (which represent as little as 3% of the genome

in vertebrates) and the compositional patterns of DNA The genome equations defining these compositional
correlations, together with the equations of the universalfragments (97% of which are formed by intergenic
correlations (Fig. 3d) to be further discussed later,
amount to a genomic code (Bernardi, 1990, 1993a).

As a final remark, one should note that the correla-
tions of Fig. 3a and b are practically the same in the
chicken genome (Musto et al., 1999), and possibly in
other vertebrate classes.

4. Gene distribution and gene spaces

The correlation between GC3 levels of coding
sequences and GC levels of isochores (Fig. 3c) is especi-
ally important, because it allows the positioning of the
distribution profile of coding sequences relative to that
of DNA fragments, the CsCl profile. In turn, this
allowed us to estimate the relative gene density by
dividing the percentage of genes located in given GC
intervals by the percentage of DNA located in the same
intervals. Since it had been tacitly assumed that genes
were uniformly distributed in eukaryotic genomes, it
came as a big surprise that the gene distribution in the
human genome (and, for that matter, in the genomes of
all vertebrates; see below) is strikingly non-uniform
(Fig. 4), gene concentration increasing from a very low
average level in L isochores to a 20-fold higher level in
H3 isochores (Bernardi et al., 1985; Mouchiroud et al.,

Fig. 3. Correlation between GC levels of human coding sequences and
1991; Zoubak et al., 1996).(a) the GC levels of the large DNA fragments in which sequences were

The existence of a break in the slope of gene concen-localized, or (b) the GC levels of the corresponding introns (top
frames). The bottom frames show the correlations between GC3 of tration at 60% GC3 of coding sequences and at 46%
human coding sequences and (c) the GC levels of the DNA fractions GC of isochores (see Fig. 4) defines two ‘gene spaces’ in
in which the genes were localized (filled circles) and of 3∞ flanking the human genome. In the ‘genome core’ (Bernardi,
sequences further than 500 bp from the stop codon (open circles; the

1993a, 1995), formed by isochore families H2 and H3solid and the broken lines are the regression lines through the two sets
(which make up 12% of the genome), gene concentrationof points); or (d) GC1+GC2 values of human sequences. Diagonals

(unity slope lines) are also shown (from Clay et al., 1996). is very high (one gene per 5–15 kb) and comparable to
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About 54% of human genes are located in the small
genome core, the remaining 46% being located in the
large empty space.

The two gene spaces are characterized by a number
of different structural and functional properties. Indeed,
most genes located in the genome core (which comprise
the majority of housekeeping genes; Larsen et al., 1992)
are associated with CpG islands (Aı̈ssani and Bernardi,
1991a,b; Jabbari and Bernardi, 1998), are actively tran-
scribed, and correspond to an open chromatin structure
( Kerem et al., 1984). This is characterized by the
scarcity, or absence, of histone H1, acetylation of his-
tones H3 and H4, and a larger nucleosome spacing
(Tazi and Bird, 1990). H2 and H3 isochores colocalize
on human metaphase chromosomes (at a 400 band
resolution) in two small sets of R (Reverse) bands, the
H3+ and H31 bands (Saccone et al., 1992, 1993, 1996).
H3+ bands, which show the strongest hybridization with
H3 isochores, undergo very active recombination, and
replicate earliest in the cell cycle (Federico et al., 1998).
In contrast, GC-poor isochores are located in G

Fig. 4. Profile of gene concentration (red dots) in the human genome, (Giemsa) bands and in H3− R bands (in which H3
as obtained by dividing the relative numbers of genes in each 2% isochores cannot be detected), which generally exhibit
GC3 interval of the histogram of gene distribution (yellow bars) by

a closed chromatin structure. Indeed, G and H3− Rthe corresponding relative amounts of DNA deduced from the CsCl
bands are characterized by only a few open chromatinprofile (blue line). The positioning of the GC3 histogram relative to

the CsCl profile is based on the correlation of Fig. 3c. The apparent regions corresponding to genes that are largely tran-
decrease in the concentration of protein-encoding genes for very high scribed in a tissue-specific, or in a developmentally
GC values (broken line) is due to the presence of ribosomal DNA in regulated manner (Bickmore and Craig, 1997). For this
that region. The last concentration values are uncertain because they

reason, at any given time in development and in anycorrespond to very low amounts of DNA (from Zoubak et al., 1996).
given tissue, the ratio of open to closed chromatin
regions is likely to be much higher than the ratio of

those of compact genomes of higher eukaryotes, whereas genes located in the genome core and in the empty
in the ‘empty space’, formed by isochore families L and quarter. This is an important conclusion as far as the
H1 (which make up 88% of the genome), gene concen- integration of retroviral DNA into the vertebrate
tration is very low (one gene per 50–150 kb). Note that genome is concerned, because integration preferentially
the definition of ‘genome core’ is prompted not only by occurs into open chromatin regions (see Rynditch et al.,
the position of the break in the gene concentration curve 1998, for a review). Interestingly, the localization of H3
of Fig. 4, but also by the proximity of gene concen- isochores has now been precisely defined (Fig. 6) in
trations in L/H1 and H2/H3 isochores, respectively prometaphase chromosomes at a resolution of 850 bands
(Fig. 5), by the identical chromosomal distribution of (Saccone et al., 1999). These results deserve at least
H2 and H3 isochores (Saccone et al., 1996, 1999) and three comments: (i) some chromosomes (17, 19, 22)
by the similarity of the heptanucleotide comprising the have a very high percentage of H3+ bands, whereas
AUG initiation codon of human genes located in L/H1 other ones (4, 13, 15, 18, X and Y ) have a very small
and H2/H3 isochores, respectively (Pesole et al., 2000). percentage or no H3+ bands at all; no explanation is

available, so far, for such an uneven distribution of the
gene-richest regions of the chromosomes; (ii) the gene-
richest bands tend to be far away from centromeres,
with many bands in telomeric locations, coinciding,
therefore, with the regions endowed with the highest
recombination rates; (iii) H2 and H3 isochores, which
represent 12% of the genome, colocalize on H3+ bands,
which represent 17% of the total genome; since the
coverage of the bands by hybridization signals tends to
be overestimated, one should conclude that most of theFig. 5. Density of gene sequences in isochore families. Relative
DNA from H3+ bands at the 850-band resolutionnumbers of sequences over relative amounts of isochore families are

presented in the histograms (from Zoubak et al., 1996). belongs to isochores H2 and H3.
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Fig. 6. Ideogram of human chromosomes at a 850 band resolution (Francke, 1994) showing the H3+ bands as red bands (from Saccone et al.,
1999). Black and grey bands are G(Giemsa) bands, white and red bands are R(Reverse) bands.
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Last but not least, the differences in GC3 among
genes located in the genome core and in the empty space
lead to a strong bias in codon usage; indeed, at the limit
value of 100% GC3, which is approached by a number
of human genes (see Fig. 4), only 50% of the codons
are available. Moreover, they also lead to differences in
GC2 and GC1, because of the universal correlations
linking these values (see Fig. 3d). As a result, proteins
encoded by genes located in the two gene spaces are
different in amino-acid composition (D’Onofrio et al.,
1991).

The findings just outlined are of interest in that the
compositional patterns (the genome phenotype), the
genome equations (the genomic code), and the gene
distribution define a eukaryotic genome in terms of its
structural and functional properties. This replaces the
original, purely operational definition of the genome as
the haploid chromosome set ( Winkler, 1920), which still
is the only one presented, in an explicit or implicit form,
in current textbooks (see Lewin, 1997, for example).

For this reason, these results also represent a break-
through in the long-standing problem of genome organ-
ization of vertebrates. Previous attempts based on DNA Fig. 7. A simplified phylogeny of Amniotes. The class Reptilia, as cus-
re-association studies (Britten and Kohne, 1968), as tomarily defined, includes all the red lineages (from Carroll, 1987).
analyzed by separating single- and double-stranded
DNA on hydroxyapatite columns (Bernardi, 1965),
could not go beyond the important, yet limited, finding the corresponding fractions of the genomes of warm-

blooded vertebrates.of the existence of repeated sequences in eukaryotic
genomes. Since mammals and birds originated independently

from reptiles (Fig. 7), one should conclude that twoFinally, these results raise a question: what is the
evolutionary background of the compositional proper- major independent compositional genome transitions

took place between cold-blooded vertebrates (reptiles)ties and of the gene distribution of the human genome?
and warm-blooded vertebrates (mammals and birds),
and that they concerned a small part of the genome,
which is, interestingly, the gene-richest part of it. The
majority of the genome which did not undergo the5. The major compositional transitions of the vertebrate

genomes compositional transition had been previously called the
paleogenome, the minority which did, the neogenome
(Bernardi, 1989).The compositional pattern just described for the

human genome is basically shared by all warm-blooded The best evidence for the compositional transitions
is provided by comparisons of GC3 values of ortholo-vertebrates (Sabeur et al., 1993; Mouchiroud and

Bernardi, 1993; Kadi et al., 1993). In contrast, cold- gous genes, as shown initially by Perrin and Bernardi
(1987) and Bernardi and Bernardi (1991). When suchblooded vertebrates are endowed with genomes charac-

terized by a much lower level of compositional hetero- GC3 plots are made using genes from human and other
mammals sharing the ‘general mammalian pattern’geneity and by the fact that, as a general rule, they do

not reach the high GC levels attained by the genomes (namely the most widespread mammalian pattern, as
defined by the CsCl profile; Sabeur et al., 1993), suchof warm-blooded vertebrates (Thiery et al., 1976;

Bernardi and Bernardi, 1990a,b). Genes are, however, as calf (Fig. 8), the regression line passes through the
origin and is characterized by a slope of unity, thenot uniformly distributed in these genomes either.

Indeed, only the GC-richest 10–15% of the genomes of correlation coefficient being very high. In other words,
GC3 values of orthologous genes of man and calf arecold-blooded vertebrates hybridize single-copy DNA

from human H3 isochores (Bernardi, 1995; Perani, 1996 very close to each other all over the GC3 spectrum. If
one recalls the existence of compositional correlationsand unpublished results). This indicates that in cold-

blooded vertebrates as well, there is a genome core between GC3 and the isochores in which the correspond-
ing genes are located, the human/calf plot indicates thatlocated in the GC-richest fractions of the genome, even

if these GC-richest fractions are much less GC-rich than there is a very high degree of similarity of isochore
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In contrast, when the human/Xenopus plot was inves-
tigated (Fig. 8), points were scattered around the diago-
nal in the low-GC range, showing no directional change
between the two species, whereas human gene values
were increasingly higher, on the average, than the corre-
sponding Xenopus gene values, as increasingly higher
GC3 values were explored. This results in a slope, 2.7,
which is much higher than unity. Interestingly, the
correlation coefficient still is very significant.

At this point, one should note that the compositional
transitions just described (i) essentially concerned the
GC-rich genes from the gene-dense regions, namely
from the genome core; (ii) occurred (and were similar)
in the independent ancestral lines of mammals and birds,
but in no cold-blooded vertebrate (the genomes of very
few cold-blooded vertebrates have relatively GC-rich
genomes, but these are compositionally homogeneous;
see Bernardi and Bernardi, 1990a,b); and (iii) stopped
at least with the appearance of present-day mammals
and birds, as indicated by the essentially identical pat-
terns found in different mammalian orders ( like primates
and artiodactyls; see Fig. 8), as well as in different avian
orders ( Kadi et al., 1993; Bernardi et al., 1997); itFig. 8. Correlation between GC3 values of orthologous genes from human
should be noted that mammalian orders diverged fromand calf, human and mouse, human and chicken, and human and Xeno-

pus. The orthogonal regression lines are shown together with their equa- a common ancestor according to a star-like phylogeny
tions and the diagonal (broken) lines. N is the number of gene pairs. (see Fig. 12, bottom right), some 100 Myr ago. This

means that the convergent compositional evolution
undergone by the genome core of the ancestors ofpatterns in the genomes of mammals sharing the general
mammals and birds reached a compositional equilibrium,pattern, in agreement with the DNA fractionation results
at least as early as the time of appearance of present-(Thiery et al., 1976; Sabeur et al., 1993). It should be
day mammals and birds, and that, from that time on,

mentioned, however, that some ‘special mammalian pat- the compositional patterns resulting from the cold- to
terns’ also exist (Salinas et al., 1986; Sabeur et al., 1993; warm-blooded transitions were maintained until present.
Mouchiroud and Bernardi, 1993; Robinson et al., 1997). This conservation is remarkable, if one considers that
So far, however, the only well-demonstrated special about 50% of the human genes underwent a composi-
pattern is the murid pattern. In this case, if a plot is tional transition.
made using GC3 values from human and mouse, the Two additional points should be made here. The first
correlation coefficient still is very high, but the slope is one is that the compositional transitions involved more
higher than unity, since GC3 levels of human genes are than the compositional changes just described. Indeed,
higher than the orthologous genes of mouse for GC-rich (i) DNA methylation and CpG doublet concentration
genes, whereas they are lower for GC-poor genes decreased by a factor of two between fishes/amphibians
(Fig. 8). and mammals/birds (Jabbari et al., 1997); (ii) CpG

When the GC3 plot compares values of orthologous islands, namely regulatory sequences about 1 kb in size,
genes from human and chicken (Fig. 8), the slope is located 5∞ of GC-rich genes, rich in GC and in unmethyl-
close to unity, and the straight line practically coincides ated CpG doublets, were formed (Bernardi, 1989;
with the diagonal, but the correlation coefficient is lower Aı̈ssani and Bernardi, 1991a,b); and (iii) T bands
(due to the larger scatter of points, especially in the appeared in metaphase chromosomes; at the same time
GC-rich range), yet still highly significant. The karyotype changes and speciation increased (Bernardi,
human/chicken plot stresses three important points: (i) 1993b).
largely the same genes were affected by the composi- The second point is that the genome organization of
tional transition in the two independent lines of mam- reptiles deserves additional work. While the reptilian
mals and birds; (ii) these genes largely have a similar genomes studied so far show the compositional pattern
distribution in the isochores of mammals and birds; and of cold-blooded vertebrates and do not show CpG
(iii) this similar distribution reflects that of their islands (Thiery et al., 1976; Bernardi and Bernardi,
common reptilian ancestor, so providing another argu- 1990a,b; Aı̈ssani and Bernardi, 1991a,b), the genome
ment in favor of the similarity of gene distributions in size and the methylation levels are more similar to those

of DNAs from warm- than to those of DNAs fromvertebrates.
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Fig. 9. The Grantham (1980) representation of the genetic code was modified in that codons rather than anticodons are shown, a distinction is
made among third position nucleotides of quartet, duet and odd number codons, and hydropathy values for amino acids using the scale of Kyte
and Doolittle (1982) are shown. Red, blue and green boxes indicate the most hydrophobic, the most hydrophilic and the intermediate amino acids,
respectively (from D’Onofrio et al., 1999a,b).

cold-blooded genomes (Jabbari et al., 1997). Very little tenance of the new compositional patterns. The original
explanation for the compositional transition (Bernardiinformation is available about reptilian coding

sequences. The very recent claim that reptiles exhibit a and Bernardi, 1986) was that natural selection was
responsible. Natural selection, the differential multiplica-warm-blooded isochore structure (Hughes et al., 1999)

hinged on the demonstration of a unity slope in the tion of mutant types, occurs through the elimination of
organisms with deleterious mutations (negative selection)GC3 plot of reptiles vs. birds. Unfortunately, the very

small sample of partial coding sequences from only two and, very rarely, via the preferential propagation of
organisms with advantageous mutations ( positivereptiles that was used (ten sequences from a crocodile

and six from a turtle), cannot define a statistically selection).
Compositional changes in genomes obviously are thereliable slope. Moreover, there is no evidence that the

isochore patterns of crocodiles and turtles are the same result of the interplay of many factors which cannot be
easily identified. We thought, however, that, if present,as those of the reptilian ancestors of mammals and birds.
a major factor could be recognized in the case of changes
affecting a small homogeneous taxon, such as verte-
brates. As a working hypothesis, we therefore proposed6. The causes of compositional transitions in vertebrate

genomes that the selective advantages provided by the composi-
tional genome transitions to the vertebrates that are
characterized by high body temperatures were the higherAn obvious question concerns the cause(s) (i) of the

compositional genome transitions; and (ii) of the main- thermodynamic stabilities of DNA, of RNA, and of the
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important proteins (e.g., housekeeping proteins)
encoded by the GC-rich coding sequences, all these
advantages being achieved simultaneously (see, however,
Section 10).

As far as DNA stability is concerned, it should be
recalled that H3 and H2 isochores have their highest
concentration in a set of R bands (Saccone et al., 1992,
1993, 1996) that largely coincide with chromosomal
bands previously identified as particularly resistant to
thermal denaturation (Dutrillaux, 1973). As for RNA
stability, abundant evidence indicates that high GC
levels stabilize RNA structures (see, for example,
Hasegawa et al., 1979; Wada and Suyama, 1986; Galtier
and Lobry, 1997). Fig. 10. Correlation between hydropathy values (using the Kyte and

Protein stability requires a more detailed discussion. Doolittle scale) and GC3 for amino acids pooled from individual pro-
We should recall that universal correlations were karyotic (closed circles) and vertebrate genomes (open dots) (from

D’Onofrio et al., 1999a,b).reported (D’Onofrio et al., 1991; D’Onofrio and
Bernardi, 1992) between the GC levels of the three
codon positions. These correlations hold both intra- factor, by the higher levels of disulphide bridges found
genomically (among the coding sequences of the human in eukaryotic proteins. Incidentally, the difference in
genome; see Fig. 3d, for example) and inter-genomically hydrophobicity of prokaryotic and eukaryotic proteins
(among the coding sequences of different genomes, as has the same magnitude as that between proteins
averaged per genome, or per isochore family, in the case encoded by GC-rich and GC-poor proteins in the
of compartmentalized genomes). These correlations have human genome.
recently been re-analyzed and confirmed using a much At this point, we analyzed the hydropathies of
larger data set (D’Onofrio et al., 1999b). Two implica- orthologous proteins from Xenopus and man (Cruveiller
tions of the positive correlations between GC3 and et al., 1999). Genes were divided into three groups,
GC1, or between GC3 and GC2, are that GC3 increases according to GC3 levels of human coding sequences.
should be accompanied (i) by increases of amino acids When the hydropathies of amino acids encoded by the
encoded by codons of the GC class (the codons having three groups were compared (Fig. 11), differences were
G and/or C in first and second positions; D’Onofrio found to be negligible in the GC3-poor group and in
et al., 1991) and by decreases of amino acids encoded the intermediate group (as small as those found between
by codons of the AT class (the codons having A and/or homologous proteins of calf and man), whereas they
T in first and second positions); and (ii) by increases in were very pronounced for about half of the amino acids
quartet codons and decreases in duet codons, simply of the GC3-rich group. Obviously, the increased hydro-
because the former are GC-richer than the latter in first phobicities of human proteins relative to those of their
and second positions. Indeed, the first point was verified orthologs from Xenopus provided an evidence for the
(D’Onofrio et al., 1991), and rechecked on very recent increased stability of the former. These results are
data (D’Onofrio et al., 1999a, b); and the second point
was also found to be true (not shown; see, however,
Fig. 9, which displays the Grantham representation of
the genetic code).

A more recent finding (D’Onofrio et al., 1999a,b) is
that in both bacteria and vertebrates GC3 is positively
correlated not only with the frequency of amino acids
of the GC class, but also with the hydrophobicity of the
amino acids (Fig. 10), in agreement with Naylor et al.
(1995), but in disagreement with Gu et al. (1998).
Interestingly, although the slopes of the two regression
lines of Fig. 10 are identical, prokaryotic values are
systematically higher than vertebrate values. This differ-
ence was accompanied by another remarkable feature
of prokaryotic versus eukaryotic proteins, namely by a

Fig. 11. Difference histogram of hydropathy values of homologous
cysteine level in prokaryotes half as high as that of proteins from human and Xenopus. Proteins are partitioned in three
vertebrates. This suggests that the higher hydrophobicit- groups according to the GC3 values of the corresponding coding

sequences (data from Cruveiller et al., 1999).ies of prokaryotic proteins were replaced, as a stabilizing
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remarkable if one considers that the total number of synonymous and non-synonymous rates, but also GC
levels of synonymous positions of GC-rich codingamino acid substitutions was the same, about 25%, in

the three classes of proteins, and that the directional sequences, are under some common selective constraints.
The third approach was to analyze regions of thechanges found in the GC3-rich group concerned as much

as 25% of all changes. same set of genes that corresponded to different pre-
dicted protein structures. Regions corresponding to a
helix, b sheet and coil were shown to be characterized
by different synonymous substitution rates, and by7. The maintenance of the compositional patterns of

warm-blooded vertebrates different levels of GC and of individual nucleotides
(Chiusano et al., 1999; see Table 1). More recently, the
same analysis was performed (Alvarez-Valin et al., 2000)The maintenance of the compositional pattern of

mammalian genes was initially investigated by an on 19 Leishmania genes encoding the surface metallo-
proteinase GP63, whose crystallographic structure isintergenic analysis comparing the average composition

of synonymous and non-synonymous positions of known. A sliding window analysis showed (i) that the
rate of synonymous substitutions along the GP63 geneorthologous genes. It was found that the frequencies of

synonymous substitutions were correlated with the is highly correlated with both the rate of amino acid
substitution and codon usage; and (ii) that there is afrequencies of non-synonymous substitutions (a point

already reported by other authors) and gene-specific clear relationship between rates and the tertiary structure
of the encoded protein, since all divergent segments are(Mouchiroud et al., 1995), suggesting that synonymous

and non-synonymous rates are under some common located on the surface of the molecule and facing one
side (almost parallel to the cellular membrane) on theselective constraints. The constraints on synonymous

positions are likely to be related to selection for transla- exposed surface of the organism.
The results just mentioned convincingly demonstratetional accuracy, as suggested by Akashi (1994).

A crucial advance was then made by subjecting the that negative selection was responsible for the mainte-
nance of the new compositional patterns. Indeed, it isnucleotide substitutions to an intragenic analysis. In a

first approach, synonymous positions of quartet codons impossible to account for those findings using alternative
explanations that have been proposed (see followingof orthologous coding sequences from four orders of

mammals were divided into conserved (no change), section).
It should be noted that negative selection could alsointermediate (one change) and variable (more than one

change) positions. The three classes of positions in explain the compositional transitions, if one assumes
that the threshold of optimal GC values increased withGC-rich genes were shown to deviate significantly from

expectations based on a stochastic process in which increasing body temperature from cold- to warm-
blooded vertebrates (Bernardi, 1993c).nucleotide substitutions accumulate at random over

time, whereas this was not the case for GC-poor genes Compositional changes and their maintenance during
vertebrate evolution may be summarized as indicated in(Cacciò et al., 1995). Moreover, synonymous positions

(especially conserved positions) of quartet codons from Fig. 12. GC3 values of reptilian coding sequences are
subdivided into a GC-poor class (indicated asGC-rich coding sequences exhibited significantly

different base compositions compared to expectations GC3~50%) and a GC-rich class (indicated as
GC3>50%). The GC-poor class (comprising the genesbased on a ‘random’ substitution process from the

‘ancestral’ sequence to the present-day sequences; sig- of the paleogenome) did not undergo directional
changes. The simplest explanation is that, in this case,nificant differences were, by contrast, rare in GC-poor

genes (Zoubak et al., 1995). The latter results not only
Table 1supported the idea of negative selection for a large
Base composition, synonymous and non-synonymous substitutionnumber of synonymous positions of GC-rich genes, but
rates in coding sequence regions corresponding to different secondaryalso provided a demonstration for the ‘neutrality’ of
structures of proteinsa

changes in most synonymous positions of GC-poor
genes and in a number of synonymous positions of Coil a-Helix b-Sheet

GC-rich genes.
A3 0.18 0.15 0.09A second approach used a window analysis on the
T3 0.19 0.15 0.19

same set of orthologous genes (Alvarez-Valin et al., C3 0.38 0.32 0.45
1998). This showed that the intragenic variability of G3 0.27 0.40 0.28

GC3 0.65 0.72 0.73synonymous rates was correlated with that of non-
SYN 0.56 0.51 0.41synonymous rates, and that the variation in GC level
NSYN 0.13 0.12 0.09(and especially in C level ) of all synonymous positions

along each gene was correlated with the variation in a The values presented are mean values; see Chiusano et al. (1999)
for standard deviations and P values.synonymous rate. These results indicate that not only
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mutations are due to changes in some sub-units of the
replication machinery, and that a single replication
machinery exists in the nucleus of vertebrates. Under
the mutational bias explanation, changes should, there-
fore, affect the totality of the genome. It is then difficult
to understand (i) why the compositional changes leading
to the formation of GC-rich isochores occurred in only
a very small part of the vertebrate genome, i.e., why the
changes were regional; (ii) why these regional changes
never were detected in any cold-blooded vertebrate; (iii)
why they largely paralleled each other in the independent
lines of mammals and birds; (iv) why they reached an
equilibrium a long time ago, both in mammals and
birds, and were maintained since; and, most importantly,
(v) why they were different in exons and introns of the
same genes and in their flanking regions (CpG islands,
5∞ and 3∞ untranslated sequences; Pesole et al., 2000), as
well as in different regions of the coding sequences that

Fig. 12. Scheme of the compositional evolution of the amniote genome, correspond to specific protein structures (Chiusano et al.,
reptiles to mammals (see text).

1999; Alvarez-Valin et al., 2000).
It should be noted that an additional independent

argument against mutational bias and in favor of selec-evolution proceeded according to a conservative mode,
simply because base substitutions were stochastic tion has been made using population genetics data from

the major histocompatibility genes of several mamma-(Zoubak et al., 1995).
The GC-rich class underwent a compositional trans- lian species (Eyre-Walker, 1999). Finally, an analysis of

the compositional evolution of a and b globin pseu-ition to high GC3 values (arbitrarily indicated as 90%
GC3 in Fig. 12) by negative (and, to a very small extent, dogenes leading to the peremptory conclusion that

isochores derive from mutation not selection (Francinopositive) selection. The newly attained values were main-
tained by negative selection as suggested by very close and Ochman, 1999) has been shown to be inconclusive

(Eyre-Walker, personal communication).GC3 values of orthologous genes from mammalian
orders belonging to the general mammalian pattern.

9. Objections to selection
8. Alternative explanations: mutational bias

While a mutational bias can be ruled out as the cause
of the formation and maintenance of GC-rich isochoresSeveral alternative explanations have been proposed

to account for the compositional transitions and their in warm-blooded vertebrates (a point further stressed
by results concerning the murid pattern; see below),maintenance. These comprise biases in DNA repair

(Filipski, 1987), mutational bias (Sueoka, 1988), objections have been raised against the selectionist inter-
pretation. They can, however, be answered.changes in nucleotide pools during DNA replication

( Wolfe et al., 1989) and recombination (Eyre-Walker, (i) The low GC levels of some thermophilic bacteria
do not contradict, as claimed (Galtier and Lobry, 1997),1993). Since biases in DNA repair, changes in nucleotide

pools and recombination have already been ruled out the selectionist interpretation discussed above. Indeed,
different strategies were apparently developed byas valid explanations (see Bernardi et al., 1988, 1993;

Mouchiroud et al., 1995), the discussion here will be different organisms to cope with long-term high body
temperatures. It is now known that the DNAs of suchlimited to mutational bias which, at present, seems to

be the most favored alternative interpretation. thermophilic bacteria are very strongly stabilized by
particular DNA-binding proteins (Robinson et al.,A mutational bias was originally proposed to be

responsible for the broad compositional spectrum of 1998) and that, in turn, their proteins can be stabilized
by thermostable chaperonins (Taguchi et al., 1991).bacterial genomes (Freese, 1962; Sueoka, 1962). The

existence of mutational biases cannot be denied, since (ii) Another anti-selectionist argument has been seen
in the fact that changes in GC-rich isochores concernedthey are abundantly demonstrated by mutator mutations

in bacteria. What can be questioned, however, is that not only coding sequences, but also non-coding intra-
genic (introns) and intergenic sequences. There are,they are the cause of the compositional changes in the

genomes of vertebrates and of the conservation of the however, several reasons to believe that selection can
and does operate on non-coding sequences of thechanges. Indeed, one should not forget that mutator
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genome core. Indeed, one should not forget that introns
of GC-rich genes are typically very short in both verte-
brates (Duret et al., 1995) and plants (Carels and
Bernardi, 2000) and may be endowed with regulatory
roles (in the mammalian a-globin gene a promoter is
located in an intron); and that intergenic sequences of
the genome core also are very short (because of the high
density of genes), comprise regulatory sequences and
CpG islands, and seem to have a role in the expression
of flanking genes. Indeed, the transcription of integrated
retroviral sequences (which belong into a GC-rich and
a GC-poor compositional classes; Zoubak et al., 1992)
is optimal when these sequences are located in composi-
tionally matching chromosomal environments of the
host, in other words when their location is the same as

Fig. 13. Scheme of the equilibrium between mutational input (nucleo-that of compositionally similar host genes. In contrast, tide substitutions) and negative selection. The equilibrium on the left
they are not transcribed when they are located in a non- is that of genes from mammals showing the general mammalian
matching environment (see Rynditch et al., 1998, for pattern, the equilibrium on the right is the case of genes from murids

(see text).a review).
(iii) Yet another anti-selectionist argument was seen

in the fact that some duplicated genes, like the human derived. The opposite is found, however, since the higher
mutational input clearly randomizes the composition ofGC-poor b globin and GC-rich a globin genes, are

expressed in the same cells and fulfill the same role synonymous positions, as well as of other sequences,
leading for instance, to an ‘erosion’ of CpG islands( Wolfe et al., 1989). This argument neglects, however,

the fundamentally different regulation of these two (Aı̈ssani and Bernardi, 1991a, b; Matsuo et al., 1993).
This provides an additional, independent argumentgenes, the latter (in contrast to the former) having an

internal promoter and being associated with a CpG against the mutational bias being responsible for the
maintenance of isochores.island instead of a TATA box.

(iv) The anti-selectionist argument that the popula- There is, however, a more important implication of
the ‘minor shift’. As already mentioned, the very similartion size of mammalian orders is too small to allow the

negative selection process to take place in the time compositional patterns of genomes from mammalian
orders that were separated for 100 million years indicatesavailable, since the appearance of mammals is a weak

one if one considers that the time taken for the composi- that this pattern was already present in the common
ancestor of present-day mammals. This common patterntional transition to occur may have been very long,

anything between 120 Myr (the time difference between clearly was the result of an equilibrium between the
(essentially random) mutational input and negativethe appearance of early mammals, −220 Myr, and that

of present-day mammals, −100 Myr) and 220 Myr (the selection. When the mutational input underwent an
increase, as in the case of murids, a new equilibriumtime difference between the appearance of mammalian-

like reptiles, −320 Myr and that of present-day was reached; see Fig. 13 (as witnessed by the very similar
compositional pattern of different murids). This newmammals; times are from Carroll, 1987).

(v) The anti-selectionist point (iv) is also contradicted equilibrium already existed in the common ancestor of
murids and can, therefore, be dated at less thanby the ‘minor shift’ between the general mammalian

pattern and the murid pattern. This consists in that the 30 million years ago, the time of the divergence of
murids, that have a defective repair system, from otherGC-richest and GC-poorest genes of the murids are less

GC-rich and less GC-poor, respectively, compared with rodents that share the general mammalian pattern. This
means that mutational input and negative selectionthe orthologous genes of other mammals (see Fig. 8).

Now it is known that murids (i) have a defective repair could reach a different equilibrium in less than this time
interval and rules out the objection that population sizessystem (see Holliday, 1995) and (ii) exhibit, as a conse-

quence, higher rates of synonymous substitutions (by a of mammalian orders were too small to allow negative
selection to take place.factor of 5–10) relative to human coding sequences ( Wu

and Li, 1985; Gu and Li, 1992), and (iii) are endowed
with a pattern which is derived from the general mamma-
lian pattern (Galtier and Mouchiroud, 1998). Under the 10. Conclusions
mutational bias hypothesis, this should lead to an
increased bias in composition relative to the general In conclusion, recent results from our laboratories

support the original working hypothesis (Bernardi andmammalian pattern from which the murid pattern is
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Bernardi, 1986) that natural selection underlies the GC-rich intergenic and intronic sequences is favored
by the transcription of GC-rich coding sequences (asregional compositional changes accompanying the trans-

ition from cold- to warm-blooded vertebrates and main- well as by the structural changes in primary RNA
transcripts). A more general discussion about thesetain the novel, high GC levels attained (Cacciò et al.,

1995; Zoubak et al., 1995; Alvarez-Valin et al., 1998, issues and their relationship with the neutral and
nearly neutral theories will be presented elsewhere.2000; Chiusano et al., 1999). They considerably refine

the original idea and have led to some new insights.
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